
The Paris Agreement, signed in April
2016 under the United Nations Frame-
work Convention on Climate Change,

set the scene for a sustainable future. Its
long-term objective is to keep the increase
in global average temperature to well
below 2 °Celsius above pre-industrial lev-
els, and limit the increase in temperature to
1.5 °Celsius. However, the current scenar-
ios project a potential global warming of 3-
3.2 °Celsius by 2100, even if all the nation-
al commitments are met. In order to meet
the long-terms goals of the agreement, ac-
tionable measures are required towards
global net zero emissions by 2050. For
greater impact, a number of challenges al-
so need to be addressed. These include:

Carbon mmarkets aand ttransparency fframe-
work: Even today, in most developing co-
untries, data for greenhouse gas (GHG)
emission reports is collected from incon-
sistent sources that provide only rough
estimates. The Paris Agreement requires
all signatories to provide accurate data on
their GHG emissions in order to validate
assumptions on current baseline emission

scenarios, and increase ambitions over ti-
me to track progress made towards natio-
nal climate commitments. 

Climate ffinance: Achieving the Paris Agree-
ment goals will require significant invest-
ments. The International Energy Agency
estimates an average annual investment of
$3.5 trillion in the energy sector globally un-
til 2050. As part of the agreement, devel-
oped countries have already committed to
mobilise $100 billion in climate finance ev-
ery year by 2020 to support developing co-
untries. Despite these contributions, there
is a huge financial gap largely due to limit-
ed private investment. One way of leverag-
ing private finance is to provide appropria-
te incentive structures such as carbon mar-
kets for businesses to transition to low-car-
bon technologies. Another option is to
facilitate investments in profitable low-car-
bon initiatives (through green bonds or
crowdfunding), which are constrained due
to high friction costs and poorly developed
accountability mechanisms.

Clean eenergy: To achieve carbon neutrality

by 2050, a rapid shift to clean energy tech-
nologies is needed. In 2010, fossil fuel-ba-
sed energy generation contributed to rou-
ghly 70 per cent of GHG emissions global-
ly, even as renewables accounted for 70
per cent of net generation capacity addi-
tions. As per Bloomberg, wind and solar
will comprise almost 50 per cent of the wor-
ld’s total generation capacity by 2050. The
World Bank-IFC estimates climate invest-
ment opportunities of nearly $23 trillion in
emerging markets between now and 2030.
A large deployment of clean energy tech-
nologies, particularly wind and solar, will le-
ad to decentralisation and intermittency. In
view of this trend, new market structures
and regulations need to be introduced for
energy markets to function effectively. 

Case for blockchain: A perfect pairing
of the problem and its solution
Emerging technologies such as blockch-
ain can accelerate global actions towards
climate change. The key features of block-
chain, such as an immutable audit trail of
transactions, cheap and borderless trans-
fer of values and automated execution of
contracts can help address challenges re-
lated to climate action implementation.
Specifically, this technology can act as a
transparency mechanism that incentivises
emission reduction, and provides a decen-
tralised infrastructure to enable new busi-
ness models in climate finance and clean
energy generation. National accounting of
GHG emission reduction, connected th-
rough a ledger recording the international
transfer of emission reduction, increases
the transparency and accountability of all
actors. Similarly, financial flows can origi-
nate from anyone and from anywhere in
the world, and can be directed towards
specific projects under predefined condi-
tions with tamper-proof documentation of
every transaction. Blockchain is being
recognised as one of the key technologies
in the implementation of the agreement. It
can tackle the enormous climate change
challenge for global climate governance
stakeholders including state governments,
international climate funds, development fi-
nance institutions, technology innovators
and entrepreneurs across sectors. ■
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Applications Potential advantages
Carbon markets: Enabling mechanism – Immutable audit trail of the creation and transfer of mitigation outcomes 

for trading and accounting of – Trading with various granularity levels and units

mitigation outcomes – Lower transaction and management costs, and increased transaction speed

– Traceability of emission reduction and certificate trade across countries 

Climate finance: Facilitating and – Enhanced accountability through traceability of capital flows 

enabling climate-smart – Enabling automated micropayments to reduce micropayments for loan 

investments through traceability repayment

of financial flows – Reduced management and transaction costs

Clean energy: Enabling prosumer – Enabling peer-to-peer energy transactions 

business models for decentralised – Better energy prices for both consumer and producer

energy systems – Traceability and certification of renewable energy production

– Addition of energy generation incentives such as tokens

Potential blockchain technology applications in the climate space


